UNL Bureau of Business Research Scholars Program

Presented by Eric Thompson

PURPOSE
A research experience to supplement classroom learning

SKILLS
R language
Data analysis & visualization
Research presentation

SCHOLARS SEMINAR SCHEDULE
Sep. 2019: R Camp
Sep. 2019: Data Collection
Oct. 2019: Survey Methods
Nov. 2019: Data Visualization in R
Dec. 2019: Presentation of Data Visualization Projects
Jan. 2020: Regression in R
Feb. 2020: Regression in R and Research Question Development
Mar. 2020: Preliminary Presentation of Research Poster
Apr. 2020: Final Poster Presentation
Apr. 2020: University Research Fair

PARTICIPANTS
15 Juniors and Seniors in:
Economics
Business,
Computer Science
Agricultural Economics

NETWORKING
Employers
Professional organizations
Other student groups

PLACEMENTS
Mutual of Omaha
Target
NRC Health
Economics Graduate School

DURATION/FUNDING
1 to 2 school years
2/3 grant funded
1/3 funded by Bureau

NETWORKING
Employers
Professional organizations
Other student groups

PLACEMENTS
Mutual of Omaha
Target
NRC Health
Economics Graduate School

The University of Nebraska does not discriminate based upon any protected status. Please see go.unl.edu/honddiscrimination.